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Jure is one of the founders of Codequickie and WhistleX. He loves technology, sports and computer games. In the last article, which you can read here, I was talking about which PC components are crucial for programmers. Basically, I've listed all the components to worry about, but I also said that you
have to keep the bottleneck in mind. Because, there are a lot of people who don't know what a bottleneck is, in this article I'll try to explain what it is. What BottleneckSo, the definition of bottleneck is that the speed of your computer will be determined by your weakest PC component. So it doesn't matter
how powerful your graphics card is if your processor is weak, your computer will run as fast as that processor can go. Basically, your graphics, you will have a graphics card that is as powerful as Bugatti Chiron, but it will work as fast as Toyota Corolla.IF YOU need reliable WEB hosting, I recommend you
use BLUEHOST. Which pc components affect the bottleneckNo all pc components have an effect on the bottleneck. The main components that play a role in the overall speed of your PC and in the bottleneck. This is processor (CPU), graphics card (GPU), RAM, but not as much as the other two, and the
last one is storage, which can be either SSD or hard drive. The storage you use won't affect your PC's performance in games and other intensive processor and GPU tasks, but it will have an effect on boot time, which is how long you have to wait for your PC to turn on, and how long it takes to open
programs. How to detect a bottleneckIf you are not sure if you have a bottleneck, the simplest solution would be to use a bottleneck calculator. This is a website where you list all the pc components you have, and then it tells you if you have a bottleneck, and the size of the bottleneck is. It also tells you
which PC component you need to upgrade to fix the bottleneck. On the other hand, if you are someone who is thinking about buying a new PC, but you are not that much in computers and do not want to play with the bottleneck, I recommend you either buy this PC or this laptop, depends on what you
need. ConclusionThis was a quick article on the bottleneck. It's not a topic that's related to programming, but if you like these types of articles where I talk a little more about computer and PC parts, leave me a comment, and I might start doing of them. I hope I helped you with this article. If you liked this
article, be sure to share it with your friends. Also, if you think I missed something or you have other questions, be sure to post your questions in the comments or send me an email to info@codequickie.com, I'll be happy to answer them. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your
personalized playback experience. WorldBench 5 is the fifth generation of PC World Application. Designed to measure the performance of today's wide range of personal computers, WorldBench has been in continuous use at PC World for nine years and is considered in the it industry as one of the
leading measures of pc performance. WorldBench 5 debuted in July 2004. WorldBench 5 is also the first of our benchmarks to be available for public purchase. Our evolving reference has been in continuous use at PC World for nine years and is considered in the it industry as one of the main measures
of PC performance. Like its predecessors, WorldBench 5 uses real-world applications performing real-world tasks to evaluate the overall performance of a PC. This edition adds much more varied testing, including multitasking and task switching tests, more rigorous 3D graphics marks and audio and
video coding designed to focus on today's most powerful systems. We use WorldBench 5 to test desktops, laptops and tablets, as well as to support our graphics, hard drive and other product testing. An important note: Because WorldBench 5 uses a completely new set of applications, and because we
have updated the worldBench basic system, the scores you see our September 2004 and future problems cannot be compared in any way with the scores of older versions of WorldBench.WorldBench 5 works on pc using home , professional, Media Center, and tablet PC versions of Windows XP. Fifteen
applications (including Office XP components), listed below, make up the WorldBench 5 suite. We chose this group for its attractiveness to the mass market, its stability, its market share and its variety. PC World has always believed that application-based benchmarking is a better way to quantify
computer performance than esoteric synthetic methods. WorldBench 5 works - albeit in an extremely compressed way - many of the same tasks that average users perform on their PCs every day. WorldBench uses the following applications: ACD Systems ACDSee PowerPack 5.0Adobe Photoshop 7.0.1
Adobe Premiere 6.5 Software NeroAhead 6.0.0.3Discreet 3ds max 5.1 (DirectX) Discreet 3ds max 5.1 (OpenGL) Microsoft Office XP with SP-2 Microsoft Windows Media Encoder 9.0 Mozilla 1.4Musicmatch Jukebox 7.10Roxio VideoWave Movie Creator 1.5WinZip Computing WinZip 8.1WorldBench 5 is
automated and bulletproof: once you launch WorldBench 5 , it works completely on its own from start to finish and reports the results, in text or graph form, in the form of individual tests and worldbench overall score. It can recover and repeat failed tests and can complete the test and prepare its report
even when individual applications do not run or end. You can easily delete WorldBench 5 when it's finished; this process ensures that we run the same software configurations and versions on every computer we test and that WorldBench will leave your PC as it found it. Like previous versions of our
reference, reference, 5 combines scripted application test results and then compares them to the scores of a reference system - maintaining a high-end system with a 2.2GHz Athlon 64 FX-51 with 1MB of level 2 cache and 1GB of RAM, as well as a NVidia GeForce FX 5950 Ultra graphics card with
256MB of RAM. To make comparisons easy to interpret, we set the final score of the reference system at 100. A system that receives a score of 50 is half as fast as the baseline; A system that scores 200 is twice as fast; and so on. Over the years, we have used different PC provider systems. For
WorldBench 5, we have selected our baseline because its configuration places it specifically near the top end of the current performance scale. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. 2008 marks
the 25th anniversary of the publication of the first issue of PC World. This means that we have seen more history than almost any other magazine or website that covers personal technology. As with history of any kind, most of the most interesting things happened in the early years. In its first decade, PC
World went from the idea to the success of the product to the global enterprise with editions in most of the major countries of the world. So we asked a few people who out there when we were young to share their thoughts on making PC World. Think of it as an oral history of our origins, even if the
paricipants actually contributed to their memories via email. For those who were part of the start-up team, these memories are downright dramatic, since our beginning was a fascinating story that made headlines in technology publications at the time. Short version: PC Magazine was founded in San
Francisco in 1982 and became a huge hit. Its backer sells it to Ziff-Davis later this year -- after which almost all staff are dating founders David Bunnell and Cheryl Woodard, who have reached an agreement with technology publishing pioneer Pat McGovern to launch PC World. Prosecutions that continue
for years follow. (Former editorial editor Kevin McKean's 20th birthday tells the story in more detail.) Harry Miller (PC World employee #9 and later editor of the magazine): Our first issue. Many pcw staff had worked on PC Magazine in its pre-Ziff-Davis incarnation in a series of offices (above a store
behind a tax preparer, above a Japanese restaurant) on Irving Street in the Sunset neighborhood of San Francisco. Just before Thanksgiving, all staff were summoned to a meeting at a Thai restaurant down the block (the closest place that could accommodate all staff), where the Ziff-Davis emissaries
announced they had just acquired the magazine. The details of why this was untenable at the time was the subject of a trial, and beyond the scope of Letter. But the irony is that once the idea of PC World was a reality, the first meeting of the new team took place in the same Thai restaurant. Probably the
most important memory is the inspiration of the founding publisher and a great friend, the late Andrew Fluegelman. Once Pat McGovern decided to fund our start-up to compete with Ziff-Davis' PC magazine, Andrew set out to define how we would do our best. The answer, which may seem trite now, but
was not then, was to aim the book at people who use computers, rather than computer users or amateurs. Innovation was therefore the extent to which we were concerned with making the technical information we provided readable and literate. We started talking about it at the first editorial meeting at
Andrew's office in Tiburon, overlooking the Raton Strait and Angel Island.PC World was started a few days before the winter comdex show in Las Vegas in November 1982. Once the magazine was announced, it was the talk of the show, and we spent a whirlwind week talking about it. This whirlwind did
not slow down until the first problem was at the door. One of the highlights of the early days was the magazine's launch party, along with the West Coast Computer Faire in March 1983, where we rocked the elegant St. Francis Hotel. It was the culmination of four months of extraordinary effort and
incredible teamwork, time-constraint races, legal injunctions, inadequate office facilities and the usual start-up problems to get this first issue out. We have received compliments on this party from all walks of place for years to come. The party was held in relief for our first offices: an apartment converted
above a fruit stand on Taraval Street. It was immediately obvious that it was far too small. We had to share the time of the offices and computers. On the plus side: a healthy snack has never been more than a staircase. On the left, from a 1983 announcement, the main editorial actors of the beginning of
PC World. Front row: Founder David Bunnell and Editor-in-Chief Andrew Fluegelman. Second row: Larry Magid, Katie Seger, Jeremy Joan Hewes. Back row: Robert Luhn, Eric Brown, Harry Miller, Danny Goodman. When the first issue of the magazine appeared in early 1983, it made publishing history
the first most successful issue ever from an advertising point of view. David Bunnell (founder, PC Magazine, PC World, and Macworld): In the early days, we thought there would be dozens of text processors. One for another for students, another for mathematicians, and so on. The idea of a complete text
process (Microsoft Word) would have seemed ridiculous to us. On the one hand, memory was valuable and expensive, and for another, there were thousands of application software companies. In a way, I think it's a shame to see how consolidation has really limited the choices we have, but on the other
hand, we haven't seen Neither is the Internet coming. Cheryl Woodard (founder, PC Magazine, PC World and Macworld): It's hard to remember how different things were in 1983. There was no World Wide Web, no Windows, no eBay or Amazon or Google and no i.. Well, no iAnything! Microsoft was just
one of many software publishers, and people bought computers in computer stores (not Gateway, Best Buy or Sears). There were hundreds of companies talking to our publishers and the ad sellers of thousands of products. A 1983 issue of PC World had nearly 400 pages of product advertisements and
reviews, and most of these companies have since been acquired or forgotten. Pat McGovern (founder and president of International Data Group, the parent company of PC World): When it was word that PC World was about to be launched, I visited the office and asked the three-person sales team how
they came along in selling advertising pages. They said they had already sold 120 pages for the first issue in a week. I was surprised, because many pages often took a month of effort by ten or twelve people. I asked them what was their secret sauce that allowed them to be so successful in the sale.
They told me that all they did was try to answer the phone by the third ring! It was clear that there was such excitement about the availability of a PC world on the market that advertisers were rushing to have the opportunity to be in the first and next PC World numbers! And the rest is ancient history...
Larry Magid (editor-in-chief, current cbs News and other media contributor): The early days of PC World magazine were an exciting time. There was an energy level that I hadn't experienced before or have since - even during my short reign as editor of PC World's predecessor, PC Magazine. PC World,
like its predecessor, is the result of David Bunnell's entrepreneurial vision and guts. I didn't always agree with David, but I couldn't help but admire his ability to imagine publications. David and I have stayed in touch over the years, and I still admire him and consider him a friend. As for PC World, David's
most brilliant gesture was to hire my friend Andrew Fluegelman as editor. (The photo on the left shows Bill Gates, Tandy Trower of Microsoft, and Fluegelman at a Microsoft briefing for PC World in late 1982 or early 1983.) I worked with Andrew at PC World and worked closely with him as he tweaked his
revolutionary piece of freeware called PC-Talk, the first ibm PC and the precursor to what we now call shareware. Andrew was as smart and diligent in his work as he was charming - and he was very charming. He brought to the magazine a literary spirit and flair never found in the pages of a technology
publication. He set a high standard for all of us who have written for the magazine and influences technical journalism to this day. With at the editorial bar, the magazine attracted a diverse and interesting group of writers - many of them fellow refugees from PC Magazine. For me, these early days were
punctuated by frequent phone calls from fellow contributors Stuart Schwartz, Danny Goodman, and Jeremy Joan Hewes. Andrew and David have also set an ethical standard that has helped cement the bond of trust between publishers, writers and readers. PC World, like most publications, is a company
that depends on advertisers for financial survival, but its core - which makes it interesting to read - is its editorial that depends on the trust of readers. PC World maintains this confidence to this day. Although the magazine has survived and continues to thrive, this early Camelot-like atmosphere ended in



July 1985 when Andrew's abandoned car was found near the northern end of the Golden Gate Bridge - just a few miles from his home in Tiburon, California. His body was never found, but it was impossible to understand why someone like Andrew could take his own life. The best assumption of medical
experts (Stuart Schwartz, one of our regular contributors, was also a practicing psychiatrist) was that it was a reaction to a prescription drug he was taking for colitis whose side effects may include depression and confusion. There have also been reports that he was diagnosed with cancer, but even his
friends had no idea he was sick. Although I would love to write for PC World in the future, it has been years since my byline appeared in the magazine. Yet he helped launch my career as a contributor to general interest newspapers and media companies starting with a column in the Los Angeles Times
and now as a technology analyst for CBS News and a frequent contributor to The New York Times. Technology is now a mainstream story, but when PC World started, it was still a niche market. PC World has helped fuel this story and continues to lead the way. In hindsight, I remain proud of PC World's
contribution in the early days and proud of what it has become. Jeremy Joan Hewes (founding associate editor; currently photographer): In those early days of PCs and the real beginning of ubiquitous personal computing, the group of founders of PC Magazine and the original staff - and basically the
same people who left PC and started PC World - felt like late 20th century pioneers of a kind. A clear memory I have is to see the original PageMaker, shown to us by its creator Paul Brainerd, in the offices of World, World, World, World, Another moment that sticks with me is to borrow the first version of
Windows desktop to try on my home PC. But I never had to use it, because the MAGAZINE-Ziff Davis PC lawsuit against the former staff (I was among those prosecuted) meant that everything I had from the old PC office was completely detained by the lawyers. I've never seen this Windows box again.
My first memories of those early days of the magazine are of a lot of fun, fun, some hectic trips to Comdex, and stay until late to meet deadlines. I suspect it's not too different from what's happening at PC World today. Today.
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